We investigate the background dynamics when dark energy is coupled to dark matter in the universe described by Einstein cosmology and Loop Quantum Cosmology. We introduce a new general form of dark sector coupling, which presents us a more complicated dynamical phase space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our universe is undoubtedly undergoing an accelerated expansion driven by a yet unknown dark energy (DE) [1, 2, 3, 4] . This mysterious energy component occupies almost 70% of the content of the universe today.
The leading interpretation of such a DE is a cosmological constant with equation of state (EoS) ω = −1.
Although this interpretation is consistent with observational data, at the fundamental level it fails to be convincing. The vacuum energy density is far below the value predicted by any sensible quantum field theory, and it suffers the coincidence problem, namely, "why are the vacuum and matter energy densities of precisely the same order today?". To overcome the coincidence problem, some sophisticated dynamical DE models relating the DE to scalar fields have been put forward to replace the cosmological constant [5] .
Considering that DE contributes a significant fraction of the content of the universe, it is natural to look into its interaction with the remaining fields of the Standard Model in the framework of field theory. The possibility that DE and dark matter (DM) can interact has got growing attention recently [6] - [21] . It has been argued that an appropriate interaction between DE and DM can influence the perturbation dynamics and affect the lowest multipoles of the CMB spectrum [9, 12] . Recently, it has been shown that such a coupling can be inferred from the expansion history of the Universe, as manifested in the supernova data together with CMB and large-scale structure [13] . Signatures of the interaction between DE and DM in the dynamics of galaxy clusters has also been analyzed [14, 15] . It has been argued that the coupling between DE and DM can provide a mechanism to alleviate the coincidence problem and lead to an accelerated scaling attractor solution with similar energy densities in the dark sectors today [7, 11] .
A general interaction between DE and DM can be described in the background by the balance equationṡ ρ x + 3H(1 + ω x )ρ x = −Γ,
where ρ m and ρ x correspond to the energy densities of DM and DE, respectively. Here Γ describes the coupling between DE and DM. Since the nature of dark sectors remain unknown, there is as yet no basis in fundamental theory for a specific coupling in the dark sectors. All coupling models discussed at the present moment are necessarily phenomenological [6] . There are two criterions to determine whether some models can be more physical justification than the others. One is to confront observations. The other is to examine whether the coupling can lead to accelerated scaling attractor solutions [16] , which is a decisive way to achieve similar energy densities in dark sectors and alleviate the coincidence problem. In this work we introduce a new form of dark sector coupling, Γ = 3cHρ
This model is more general than the coupling discussed in the literatures.
When α = 0, 1, it reduces to the cases with coupling between dark sectors solely proportional to the energy densities of DM [17] and DE [18] , respectively. These two limiting cases have been examined thoroughly against observations and their possibilities to alleviate coincidence problem have also been discussed [19, 20] .
Here we will investigate the background dynamics when the DE is coupled to DM via this general interaction form. We will show that the general coupling leads to a more complicated dynamical phase space.
Besides the discussion of the dynamics of DE with our general coupling to DM in the universe described by the Einstein theory, we will also extend our investigation to the Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC). The LQC [22, 23, 24] is the application of the Loop Quantum Gravity [25, 26, 27] in the cosmological context, which keeps the properties of non-perturbative and background independent quantization of gravity. Recent investigations have shown that the loop quantum effects can be very well described by an effective modified Friedmann dynamics. There are two types of modification to the Friedmann equation. The first one is based on the modification to the behavior of inverse scale factor operator below a critical scale factor a * . Considering these modifications one can obtain many interesting results including the replacement of the classical big bang by a quantum bounce with desirable features [28] , avoidance of many singularities [29] , easier inflation [30] , and so on. However, the first type of modification to Friedmann equation suffers from gauge dependence which can not be cured and thus yields unphysical effects. The second type of modification to Friedmann equation is discovered very recently. It adds a −ρ 2 /ρ c term in the standard Friedmann equation which essentially encodes the discrete quantum geometric nature of spacetime [24, 31, 32] . When energy density of the universe becomes of the same order of a critical density ρ c , this modification becomes dominant and the universe begins to bounce and then oscillates forever. Thus the big bang singularity, the big rip and other future singularities at semi-classical regime can be avoided in LQC [24, 31, 34, 35, 36] 
II. DYNAMICS OF THE INTERACTING DARK ENERGY MODEL IN EINSTEIN COSMOLOGY
In the Einstein theory, the universe is described by the standard Friedmann equation
where H is the Hubble parameter, ρ = ρ m + ρ x is the total energy density and the constant κ = 8πG. Since we are concentrating on the late time accelerating universe, we have neglected the radiation and baryons for simplicity.
Differentiating Eq.(2) and using the conservation law of the total energyρ + 3H(ρ + p) = 0, we havė
To analyze the evolution of the dynamical system, we introduce the dimensionless variables
where N ≡ ln a is the number of e-folding to represent the cosmological time. Using the above definitions, the Hubble equations can be rewritten as
andḢ
The effective total EOS ω tot is given by
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to N . The critical points u c , v c satisfy u ′ = 0 and v ′ = 0. In order to study the stability of the critical points, we expand about the critical points u = u c + δu, v = v c + δv and linearize the above equations near the critical points so that
The eigenvalues of the matrix of coefficients of the above equations encode the behavior of the dynamical system near the critical points.
In general, for an arbitrary α it is difficult to obtain the analytical forms of the critical points. Here we only consider some specific values of α and examine the dynamics of DE with an interaction with DM.
A. Case I: α = 0
When α = 0, the interaction form reduces to the simple coupling between DE and DM in proportional to the energy density of DM. This simple interaction form has been confronted to observations and its possibility to alleviate the coincidence problem has also been examined [19] . From the dynamical system equations, we can obtain two critical points for the specific model, namely:
• Point A 0 : (1, 0),
The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of the linearized equations around these critical points can be expressed respectively as
• Point B 0 :
For point A 0 , when c < −ω x , both eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 are negative, which indicates that A 0 is a stable point. From Eq. (7), we learn that the effective total EOS at point A 0 is ω tot = ω x . Therefore we obtain
−2 and ρ ∝ a −3(1+ωx) . It means that point A 0 is an accelerated scaling solution as ω x < −1/3 and there is singularity in the finite future as ω x < −1. When c > −ω x , the sign of λ 1 is always opposite to the sign of λ 2 , which leads A 0 to a saddle point. For point B 0 , the critical point v c exists only provided that c ≤ −ω x , which leads the sign of λ 1 always opposite to that of λ 2 . Thus point B 0 is a saddle point.
B. Case II: α = 1
In this limiting case the coupling between dark sectors is in proportional to the energy density of DE. This simple coupling has been examined using observational data and its effect to alleviate the coincidence problem has been discussed [19] . One can obtain two critical points in this dynamical system:
• Point A 1 : (0, 1),
The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of the linearized equations are
It is easy to examine that the critical point A 1 is not a stable point, while B 1 is stable when c ≤ −ω x . The total effective EOS at point B 1 reads ω tot = c + ω x . When ω x ≤ −1/3 − c, point B 1 can be an accelerated scaling solution. From Eq.(6) we find H = 2 3(1+ωx+c)(t0−t) ,Ḣ = − 2 3(1+ωx+c)(t0−t) 2 . Thus as ω x ≤ −1 − c the universe will undergo super-accelerated expansion (Ḣ > 0) and end in the big rip.
Solving equations u ′ = 0 and v ′ = 0, one can obtain two critical points of the dynamical system:
Through analysis of the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix, we find that point A 2 is stable when c < − In this case the system has two critical points:
• Point A 3 : (1, 0),
In term of the signs of the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix, we find that point A 3 is stable when ω x < 0, however, point B 3 is a saddle point. From Eq. (7), we learn that point A 3 can be an accelerated scaling attractor provided that ω x < − 1 3 and there is a future singularity as ω x < −1.
When α = 2, the system has two critical points:
• Point A 4 : (0, 1),
Similarly, we find that point A 4 is unstable, while point B 4 is stable for all ω x < 0. The total effective EOS
, we have ω tot < − 1 3 and B 4 can be an accelerated scaling solution. Moreover, we find that ω tot > −1 as ω x > −1 − √ c and there is no future singularity in this case. But as ω x < −1 − √ c one can obtain ω tot < −1 and a future singularity is inevitable.
Thus in the Einstein cosmology the presence of the coupling terms can not remove the singularity entirely.
III. DYNAMICS OF THE INTERACTING DARK ENERGY MODEL IN LQC
In this section we are going to extend our discussion to the LQC. The loop quantum effect modifies the Friedmann equation into [24, 31, 32, 33 ]
where ρ c ≡ √ 3 16π 2 γ 3 G 2 is the critical loop quantum density and γ is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter. Let us note here it has been suggested that γ ≈ 0.2375 by the black hole thermodynamics in LQG [34] .
Differentiating Eq.(17) and using the conservation equation of the total energy densityρ + 3H(ρ + p) = 0, where ρ = ρ x + ρ m , one can obtainḢ
Adopting the dimensionless variables defined in (4), the evolution of the Hubble parameter in LQC becomes
The total effective EOS ω tot in LQC is given by
The dynamical system can be expressed as
Obtaining the critical points and linearizing the system near them, we can study the stability of critical points by analyzing the first-order differential equations
Solving the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of the above equations, we can know the behavior of the dynamical system near the critical points. Comparing with the Einstein theory, we find that the same critical points will have different eigenvalues in the coefficient matrix in LQC. This means that the dynamical property of the system in the LQC is different from that in the Einstein cosmology.
As did in section II, here we will also focus on some specific cases for simplicity, such as α = 0, 1,
For these specific cases, the critical points in the LQC are the same as those in the Einstein cosmology.
In this limiting case, the critical points of the dynamical system are
The eigenvalues of the linearized equation around the critical points read
It is easy to see that for the DE with ω x > −1 point A 0 is stable if c < −ω x . The effective total EOS ω tot = ω x , thus the critical point A 0 is an accelerated scaling solution without a future singularity for −1 < ω x < −1/3.
When the DE is phantom like ω x < −1, A 0 is a saddle point. This is different from that in the Einstein theory, where A 0 is still stable for the phantom DE provided that c < −ω x . Point B 0 is a saddle point if c < 1 and is unstable when c > 1. In the Einstein theory, B 0 is always a saddle points. This means that the presence of the term − ρ ρc in the Friedmann equation due to the quantum correction changes the dynamical properties of autonomous system. Moreover, when the value of ω x goes beyond the ranges of −1 < ω x < −1/3, the quantum bounce originated from the term − ρ ρc will leads to the avoidance of the future singularity.
B. Case II: α = 1
The critical points are the same as those in the Einstein theory
However, the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of the linearized equations near the critical points become
• Point B 1 :
Point A 1 is a stable point when c > −ω x . From Eq. (20) we have ω tot = 0 at the point A 1 , which means that in this model our universe described by LQC will enter DM dominated era and there is no singularity in the finite future. However, in the Einstein theory A 1 is unstable. Point B 1 can be stable provided that −(1 + ω x ) < c < −ω x . This region of c to keep B 1 stable is smaller than that in the Einstein theory. At point B 1 , we have ω tot = c + ω x , which shows that when −1 − c < ω x < − 1 3 − c, we have −1 < ω tot < − 1 3 , so that point B 1 corresponds to an accelerated attractor without a future singularity.
The critical points can be found at
Analyzing the stability, we find that when DE is of quintessence type, point A 2 is stable provided that c < − 
point A 2 is an accelerated attractor. Similarly, when the value of ω x goes beyond the ranges above, the effects from the term − ρ ρc will make the future singularity disappear. Point B 2 is a saddle point, which agrees with that found in the Einstein theory.
Critical points of the system read
For the quintessence type DE, point A 3 is a stable point. Since ω tot = ω x , A 3 is an accelerated scaling attractor. For the phantom type DE, A 3 is a saddle point when c < − Point B 3 is a saddle point always.
Similarly, we find that point A 4 is a saddle point as that in the Einstein theory. When the DE is of quintessence type, point B 4 is stable and when −1 < ω x < − 
B 4 can be an accelerated scaling solution as well. Although ω tot < −1 as ω x < −1 − √ c, the loop quantum effects will cancel off the future singularity in the evolution of the universe. Thus in the LQC the big rip can be removed entirely.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we confirm numerically the complicated stability conditions for critical points obtained above. This holds true for other values of α.
In figure ( 2), we plot the numerical result to illustrate the phase space trajectories for our coupling model with chosen c and ω x in the stable region and selected α in the Einstein cosmology and the LQC. Since the LQC has the same critical points as that in the Einstein cosmology, we see that for fixed α, all trajectories with different initial conditions in the Einstein cosmology and LQC converge to the same final state determined by parameters c and ω x . This means that our universe will enter an era with similar energy densities of DE and DM.
In figure (3) , we show the evolution of the effective EOS ω tot = ω x ρ x /(ρ m + ρ x ) in the stable region. We see that in the final state the total state parameter ω tot tends to a constant, which is determined by values of ρ xc , ρ mc , ω x and α. For selected values of ω x , c to be within a certain range discussed in sections II and III for different values of α, such as ω x = −0.6 and c = 0.18, we can have stable critical point and meanwhile
we can get the total effective EOS ω tot < − 1 3 in the final state as displayed in figure (3). Our universe will enter a final state with a constant energy ratio between DE and DM and accelerate forever for all chosen αs.
However when values of ω x , c are beyond the range discussed in Einstein cosmology and LQC, our universe will enter a decelerated expansion.
In figure (4) we exhibit the evolution of ρ(t) for chosen α = −1, ρ c = 0.82 and parameters (ω x , c) in the unstable region in LQC. We find that the universe finally enters an oscillating regime in the LQC. The oscillating frequencies of ρ(t) depend on the coupling constant c and DE EOS ω x . This oscillation behavior makes the universe experience bouncing, which can avoid singularity faced in the usual Einstein cosmology.
This property also holds for other values of α in LQC.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we have studied the background dynamics when DE is modelled coupling with DM via a new general form 3cHρ
in Einstein cosmology and LQC. For selected values of α, we have examined stability behaviors of critical points and found accelerated scaling solutions to account for the similar energy densities in dark sectors today. In LQC, the parameter space for the existence of the accelerated scaling attractor is found smaller than that in the Einstein cosmology. In the unstable region, the universe described by the LQC will enter an oscillatory regime which can help to avoid the singularity usually met in Einstein cosmology.
The background dynamics for the new general form of dark sector coupling leads to more complicated features in dynamical phase space. In order to confront this model with observations, the cosmological perturbations with this coupling form need to be disclosed. Some discussions in this direction has been addressed recently in [41] . 
